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Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

What is CFD?

I Fluids: mainly liquids and gases
I The governing equations are known, but not their analytical solution:

thus, we approximate it
I By CFD we typically denote the set of numerical techniques used

for the approximate solution (prevision) of the motion of fluids and
the associated phenomena (heat exchange, combustion,
fluid-structure interaction . . . )

I The solution of the governing differential (or integro-differential)
equations is approximated by a discretization of space and time

I From the continuum we move to the discrete level
I The CFD is deeply connected to the improvement of computers in

the last decades
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Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Applications of CFD I

Any field where the fluid motion plays a relevant role:

Industry Physics Medicine

Architecture

Meteorology

Environment
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Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Applications of CFD II

Moreover, the research front is particularly active:

Basic research on fluid
mechanics (e.g. transition

to turbulence)

Application oriented (e.g.
renewable energy,
competition . . . )

New numerical methods
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Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

CFD: limits and potential I

Method Advantages Disadvantages

Experimental 1. More realistic

2. Allows “complex” problems

1. Need for instrumentation

2. Scale effects

3. Difficulty in measurements &
perturbations

4. Operational costs

Theoretical 1. Simple information

2. General validity

3. Understanding and interpretation
of phenomena

1. Limited to simple cases

2. Typically linear problems

CFD 1. Not limited to linear cases

2. Allows “complex” problems

3. Stationary and non-stationary

4. Relatively affordable cost

5. Integration in the project chain

1. Errors: discretization, truncation

2. Difficulty in boundary conditions

3. Simplifications needed

4. Time for set-up & run

5. Time for post-processing

6. Difficult interpretation
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Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

CFD: limits and potential II

CFD is closer to experimental approach:

We need simplified analysis, heuristics, intuition, experience . . .
trial-and-error!

CFD cannot (at the present) substitute experiments:

I The equations are not rigorously exact (assumptions are made)
I The continuum eq. are discretized: we would ideally need an infinitely

fine grid for perfect analogy
I There might be numerical phenomena that alter the equation’s

behaviour (e.g. numerical diffusivity)
I “Small” scale effects are typically modelled (e.g. turbulence,

combustion . . . )
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Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

CFD: key ingredients

Behind the term “CFD” there is a whole WORLD

. . . and if we try to put it into one slide:

1. Target problem: physics, industrial or research, level of accuracy . . .

2. Mathematical model: 2D or 3D, stationary or not, compressible or not, required
information, available resources . . . There is not a general purpose model!

3. Discretization method: Finite difference / volume / element, avail. software . . .
4. Computational mesh: Structured or not, curved . . .

5. Approximation techniques: Several choices balancing accuracy and efficiency

6. Solution method: Type of solver, direct, iterative . . .
7. Convergence & stability: Choice of the criteria based on accuracy and efficiency

8. Post processing & interpretation: From variables field calculate and visualize what

needed: flow characteristics, lift/drag . . .
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Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)

Outline of the course

I Goran Stipcich (Tuesday–Wednesday):

1. Overview on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
2. The equations of fluid motion and their discretization
3. Turbulence modelling

I Ali Ramezani (Thursday–Friday):

4. Initial and boundary conditions
5. Consistency and stability
6. Mesh generation

I Imanol García (Friday):

7. Hands-on session using BBIPED software
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Governing Equations and their Discretization

2. Governing Equations and their Discretization
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: conservation law

Some hypothesis on “fluid dynamics”

1. We are interested in the motion of a large number of individual
particles: atoms and molecules!

2. We assume that the density of the fluid is high enough so that the
motion can be approximated as continuum⇒ we are in the field of
continuum mechanics

3. ⇒ An infinitesimally small fluid element (in the sense of differential
calculus) still contains enough particles, allowing us to prescribe
mean quantities such as velocity, energy etc.

4. We are thus able to define all this quantities at each point of the fluid
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: conservation law (cont.)

We thus naturally divide the flow field into fluid elements, or volumes, and
try to develop a mathematical description of its physics.

We define the finite control volume (fixed in space):

dS

n

Ω

∂Ω

v

where Ω is the control volume with boundary is ∂Ω, n is the outwarding
unit normal vector, and v is the velocity field.
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: conservation law (cont.)

Applying the conservation law to a scalar φ, we state that the
following quantities are in equilibrium within a control volume Ω:

1. Variation in time t :
d
dt

∫
Ω
φdΩ

2. Amount due to the velocity v (convective flux): −
∮
∂Ω
φ (v · n) dS

3. Amount due the diffusion (diffusive flux), expressed by the

generalized Fick’s gradient law:
∮
∂Ω
κρ [∇ (φ/ρ) · n] dS ,

where κ is the thermal diffusivity coefficient, and ρ is the density

4. Volume and surface sources QV , QS:
∫

Ω
QV dΩ +

∮
∂Ω

(QS · n) dS
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: conservation law (cont.)

After summing the contributions, we end up with the general conservation
law for a scalar quantity:

d
dt

∫
Ω
φdΩ +

∮
∂Ω
φ (v · n)− κρ [∇ (φ/ρ) · n] dS =∫

Ω
QV dΩ +

∮
∂Ω

(QS · n) dS
(1)
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: conservation law (cont.)

NOTE: if we consider a vector as conserved quantity, the previous
conservation law (1) would still be valid.
But differing in the order of the geometrical objects:

1. Convective and diffusive fluxes become tensors F C , F D

2. The volume source becomes a vector QV

3. The surface source becomes a tensor QS

We can rewrite the conservation law for a vector quantity u as

d
dt

∫
Ω

udΩ +

∮
∂Ω

[(
F C − F D

)
· n
]
dS =∫

Ω
QV dΩ +

∮
∂Ω

(
QS · n

)
dS

(2)
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: conservation law (cont.)

Equations (1) and (2) express the conservation law in the integral
formulation, and are characterized by two very important and desirable
properties:

1. Conservation: in absence of sources, the variation of φ and u is only
due to fluxes across the boundary ∂Ω, and no flux is created inside Ω
⇒ both local and global conservation

2. Generality: the integral form remains valid even in presence of
shocks and discontinuity

NOTE: Because of these properties, historically, the majority of the CFD
codes is based on the integral form of the governing equations (e.g. Ansys
Fluent, OpenFOAM . . . )

The integral form is essentially the finite volume formulation.
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: continuity equation

Keep in mind our control volume Ω:

dS

n

Ω

∂Ω

v
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: continuity equation

We consider the conservation of mass:

1. No creation or disappear of mass (no sources or sinks)

2. Single-phase fluids

3. No diffusive flux (e.g., for a fluid at rest, a variation in mass would
imply a displacement of fluid)

4. The density ρ is the conserved quantity

Then, by using the conservation law for a scalar (1) on our control volume
Ω we have the integral form of the continuity equation:

∂

∂t

∫
Ω
ρdΩ +

∮
∂Ω
ρ (v · n) dS = 0 (3)

NOTE: The positive outwarding convention in used: inflow for flow
negative flow, outflow for positive
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: momentum equation I

It is basically the statement of Newton’s second law: the variation of
momentum is caused by the sum of the net forces on the mass element.

We consider the conservation of the momentum in the infinitesimal
portion of the control volume ρvdΩ:

1. In the Cartesian coordinate system, the product ρv has three
components

ρv = [ρu, ρv , ρw ]T

2. The convective flux tensor F C have the following three components:

x : ρuv
y : ρvv
z : ρwv

3. No diffusive flux (e.g., for a fluid at rest, a variation in momentum
would imply a displacement of fluid)
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: momentum equation II

We now consider the forces acting on the fluid element

1. External volume or body forces: act directly on the mass (e.g.
gravitational, buoyancy, Coriolis, centrifugal, electromagnetic)
QV = ρf e

2. Surface forces: act on the surface of the control volume
I Pressure distribution: isotropic −pI
I Normal and shear stresses due to friction: viscous stress tensor τ

Then, by using the conservation law for a vector (2) on our control volume
Ω we have the integral form of the momentum equation:

∂

∂t

∫
Ω
ρvdΩ +

∮
∂Ω
ρv (v · n) dS =∫

Ω
ρf edΩ +

∮
∂Ω

[
−pn +

(
τ · n

)]
dS

(4)
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: energy equation I

It is basically the first law of thermodynamics: the change in time of the
total energy E of our control volume is given by the rate of work done by
applied forces and by the net heat flux

1. The conserved quantity is the total energy per unit mass ρE , where
E = e + |v |2/2, with e the internal energy per unit mass

2. Now we do have a diffusive flux

F D = −γρκ∇e

which represents the diffusion of heat due to molecular thermal
conduction, where γ = cp/cv is the ratio of specific heat coefficients.

3. Most commonly we use Fourier’s law

F D = −k∇T

where k is the thermal conductivity coefficient
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: energy equation II

Other contributions to energy conservation:
1. Other heat sources:

I rate of volumetric heating (radiation, chemical . . . ) q̇h
I rate of work by body forces f e

thus the total rate of work by volume sources

QV = ρf e · v + q̇h

2. Surface sources: rate of work done by pressure, and normal and
shear stresses

QS = −pv + τ · v
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Derivation: energy equation III

Moreover, we use the relation for total enthalpy

H = E +
p
ρ

Then, by using the conservation law for a scalar (1) on our control volume
Ω we have the integral form of the energy equation:

∂

∂t

∫
Ω
ρEdΩ +

∮
∂Ω
ρH (v · n) dS =

∮
∂Ω

k (∇T · n) dS+∫
Ω

(ρf e · v + q̇h) dΩ +

∮
∂Ω

(
τ · n

)
dS

(5)
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Comments on viscous stresses I

If we don’t consider the viscous stress tensor τ , we
deal with Euler equations:

I Hyperbolic system
I Pure convection in inviscid fluid, good

approximation in high-speed flow
I Used to describe shocks, expansion waves
I Typically, base for development of discretization

methods and boundary conditions Leonhard Euler
1707–1783
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Governing equations

Comments on viscous stresses II

The fluid is considered as Newtonian:
I the shear stress depends on the

velocity gradient τij ∼ µ∂ui/∂xj ,
where µ is the dynamic viscosity

I Stokes introduced the hypothesis
for the bulk viscosity
λ+ 2/3µ = 0, where γ is the
second viscosity coefficient

I Coefficients µ and k are functions of
the state of the fluid: in continuum
mechanics, these are determined
by empirical assumptions

Claude-Louis
Navier

1785–1836

George Stokes
1819–1903
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Considerations on accuracy



Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Considerations on accuracy I

Three types of systematic errors:

1. Model error: difference between the real problem and the chosen
model equations

2. Discretization error: difference between the exact solution of the
model equations and the exact solution of the discretized system

3. Convergence error: difference between the exact solution of the
discretized system and the solution obtained iteratively

Some are dominant on the others, depending on the problem, and
sometimes they can even compensate (e.g. have a more accurate solution
on a coarser mesh)!
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Considerations on accuracy II

If not considering analytical methods, which are only viable for few
simplified problems, we can say that almost all numerical strategies follow
the same workflow:

1. Discretization of space:
I Finite Difference (FV)
I Finite Volumes (FV)
I Finite Elements (FE)
I Spectral methods, hybrid, Boundary Element Method (BEM) . . . . . .

2. Advancement in time:
I Typically, some kind of Finite Difference method (implicit/explicit

methods . . . )

3. We get a system of equations
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Forms of the governing equations I: integral form

We derived the governing system of equations in the integral form, since
it is naturally suited for Finite Volume discretizations:

∂

∂t

∫
Ω
ρdΩ +

∮
∂Ω
ρ (v · n) dS = 0 (3 continuity)

∂

∂t

∫
Ω
ρvdΩ +

∮
∂Ω
ρv (v · n) dS =∫

Ω
ρf edΩ +

∮
∂Ω

[
−pn +

(
τ · n

)]
dS

(4 momentum)

+ Energy equation (5)
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Forms of the governing equations II: differential form

However, we can obtain the differential form, for using other
discretizations methods.
We apply the divergence theorem to surface integrals, and Leibniz integral
rule for time derivative, and we get the differential, conservative form:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0 (6)

∂

∂t
(ρv) +∇ · (ρv ⊗ v) = ρf e −∇p +∇ · τ (7)

+ Energy equation differential (8)
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Finite differences



Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite difference (FD) method I

I Historically the first used for partial differential equations (used by
Euler, 1768)

I Uses the differential form of the equations (6)–(8)
I Typically uses a regular (or curvilinear) grid:
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite difference (FD) method II

I Unknowns are placed at the nodes of the grid
I At each node of the grid, we approximation of the derivatives in the

differential equations
I We can use Taylor expansions, or polynomial forms
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite difference (FD) method III

Advantages:

I Relatively easy implementation
I Good results and efficiency on simple geometries
I Several high-order schemes available

Disadvantages:

I Generally limited to structured meshes
I Conservation property is not guaranteed in general
I For non uniform grids, a coordinate transformation to the

“computational space” has to be considered and discretized
consistently (Jacobian of coordinate transformation, from the chain
rule)
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Finite volumes



Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite Volume (FV) method I

I First used in CFD in 1972
I The space is divided into arbitrary polyhedral control volumes
I On each control volume we enforce the governing equations
I Uses directly the integral form of the equations (3)–(5) as we have

derived them

∂

∂t

∫
Ω

WdΩ +

∮
∂Ω

(F C − F v ) dS =

∫
Ω

QdΩ

W =


ρ
ρu
ρv
ρw
ρE

 F C =


ρV

ρuV + nxp
ρvV + ny p
ρwV + nzp

ρHV


(9)

where V = v · n is the “contravariant velocity”
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite Volume (FV) method II

I Two classical types depending on the location of the unknowns:
cell-centered and vertex-centered (also called dual-control volume)

I For the volume integrals: the classical FV is developed for 1st and
2nd order accuracy, although higher order approximations are
available (using neighbouring nodes)

I Surface integrals, i.e. the fluxes crossing the individual faces of the
control volume, are then approximated using several schemes with
varying accuracy, stability, efficiency
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite Volume (FV) method III

I Surface integrals: we can use different “treatments” for convective
and viscous fluxes. However, the real “bestiary” is for the convective
fluxes.

I We just name some flux approximation schemes in CFD, as are
typical choices that the user has to face:

I Centered schemes: based on central difference formulae; more
efficient but has stability issues

I Upwind schemes: based on the physical properties of the Euler
equations: more computation required (needed “limiters” to eliminate
spurious oscillations) but more stable and capable to capture
discontinuities. We name: flux-vector splitting, flux-difference splitting,
total variation diminishing . . .
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite Volume (FV) method IV

Advantages:

I Directly apply the integral spatial discretization in the physical space (no
coordinate transformation to a computational space, unlike FD and typically
FEM)

I Flexible for complex geometries: both structured and un-structured meshes

I Mass, momentum and energy are conserved by definition

Disadvantages:

I Historically, less developed mathematical framework (i.e. compared to FEM)

I More difficult to attain high-order accuracy (compared to FD and FEM),
specially for unstructured meshes
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Finite elements



Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite Element (FEM) method I

I First used in 1956
I Historically for structure analysis, but since the ’90 also in CFD
I Typically, we employ an unstructured mesh
I Choice of weight and shape functions
→ an integral formulation equivalent to the differential form is
solved!

I Usually combined with FV (boundary, viscous fluxes)
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite Element (FEM) method II

Advantages:

I Integral formulation: valid for shocks and discontinuities

I Flexible for complex geometries

I Straightforward high-order

I Very rigorous mathematical foundation

Disadvantages:

I Higher computational effort

I Conservation not always guaranteed
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Finite Element (FEM) method III

NOTE: For the one-dimensional case, it can be shown that the FD, FV and
FEM are mathematically equivalent!

Angel’s course upcoming (see BCAM webpage)!
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Governing Equations and their Discretization Discretization techniques

Time discretization

As mentioned, in CFD, different discretizations are employed for space
and time (“method of lines”).
We only mention some important time schemes in CFD, as are typical
choices that the user has to face:

1. Advancement in time, typically, some kind of Finite Difference method

2. Explicit methods: in general, more efficient since all the equation is
put on the Right Hand Side and no matrix need to be solved, but less
stable (Multistage methods (Runge-Kutta), local time stepping,
multigrid. . . )

3. Implicit methods: in general, higher computational cost due to
matrix inversion, but more stable and significantly larger time steps
can be used (dual time stepping, iterative solvers, preconditioning . . . )

Ali will talk more about this on Thursday!
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What is “turbulence”?

3. What is “turbulence”?
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What is “turbulence”? Examples of turbulent flows

Fluid flow: Laminar and Turbulent regimes

Laminar flow (or streamline flow): regime of fluid motion in parallel layers;
There is no lateral mixing, no cross currents perpendicular to the direction of flow,
nor eddies (or swirls) of fluids.

(Un)fortunately, almost all "interesting“ flows around us are turbulent . . .
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What is “turbulence”? Examples of turbulent flows

Fluid flow: Laminar and Turbulent regimes

Turbulent flow: regime of fluid motion with "random" and chaotic
three-dimensional vorticity;
We observe increased energy dissipation, mixing, heat transfer, and drag.
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What is “turbulence”? Examples of turbulent flows

Why is it important to study turbulence?

At least, for two types of reasons:

1. Engineering applications:
I airplanes must fly
I weather must be forecast
I sewage and water management systems must be built
I society needs ever more energy-efficient hardware and gadgets

2. Science
I understand the physics of the flow
I complementary (or not) to engineering
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What is “turbulence”? Origin

Generation: some examples I

It is believed that the inherent instability of the physics of the flow plays
the determinant role.

Examples:
1. Osborne Reynolds’ (1842-1912, Anglo-Irish) pipe experiment

Re =
ρvL
µ
≡ Intertial forces

Viscous forces
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What is “turbulence”? Origin

Generation: some examples II

2. Instability in boundary layers (Ludwig Prandtl, 1875-1953, German)
No-slip condition and theory on boundary layers (1904)
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What is “turbulence”? Origin

Generation: some examples III

More on the boundary layers: the Magnus effect explains the deviation in
the trajectory of a ball (i.e. soccer, tennis . . . )
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What is “turbulence”? Origin

Generation: some examples IV

3. Theodore von Kármán (1881-1963, Hungarian-American) vortex street
(i.e. unsteady separation of flow around blunt bodies, frequency ∼ Reynolds
number)
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What is “turbulence”? Some characteristics

Complexity of turbulence

I Werner Karl Heisenberg (1901-1976, German, Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1932):
“When I meet God, I am going to ask him two questions: Why
relativity? And why turbulence? I really believe he will have an answer
for the first.”

I Sir Horace Lamb (1849-1934, British): speech to the British
Association for the Advancement of Science
“I am an old man now, and when I die and go to heaven there are two
matters on which I hope for enlightenment. One is quantum
electrodynamics, and the other is the turbulent motion of fluids. And
about the former I am rather optimistic.”
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What is “turbulence”? Some characteristics

Characteristics of turbulence

Characteristics of turbulence
(from “Tennekes and Lumley: First Course in Turbulence” ):

1. “Random”: disorder and no-repeatability

2. Vortical: high concentration and intensity of vorticity

3. Non-linear and three-dimensional

4. Continuity of eddy structure (vortices are strong structures),
reflected in a continuous spectrum of fluctuations over a range of
frequencies (wavenumber)

5. Energy cascade, irreversibility and dissipativeness

6. Intermittency: turbulence can occupy only parts of the flow domain
→ typically we make use of statistical approach

7. High diffusivity of momentum, energy, species . . .
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Three hypothesis on turbulence



What is “turbulence”? Some characteristics

Hypotheses about turbulence: energy cascade I

1. Lewis Fry Richardson (1881-1953, English) proposed the turbulent
cascade for energy in 1920.
Energy is transferred from the large scales of motion to the small
scales. The dynamics of such system is non-linear.
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What is “turbulence”? Some characteristics

Hypotheses about turbulence: energy cascade II

Example. Think of a flow passing through a grate of size L. This will be the
energy injection length scale (large scales), and from it the energy will be
transported through an inertial scale towards the smallest scales, where it will
be dissipated

Kolmogorov
scale

Taylor scale

Inertial range

Energy scales

Dissipation

Wavenumber

Energy

k-5/3

“wavenumber” k ≡ 2π/L, where L the length scale of the vortex structure 52 / 110



What is “turbulence”? Some characteristics

Hypotheses about turbulence: frozen turbulence

2. Sir Geoffrey Ingram Taylor (1886-1975, British) hypothesis on
“frozen turbulence”: as the mean flow v advects the eddies, the
fundamental properties of the eddies remain unchanged, or “frozen”,
since the turbulent fluctuations v ′ are much smaller v ′ � v

The Taylor microscale corresponds approximately to the inertial
subrange of the energy spectrum. In such range, the energy is transferred
down from the largest scales to the smallest ones without dissipation.
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What is “turbulence”? Some characteristics

Hypotheses about turbulence: Kolmogorov scale

3. Andrey Nikolaevich Kolmogorov (1903-1987, Russian) similarity
hypothesis: in every turbulent flow at sufficiently high Reynolds
number, the statistics of the small scale motions have a universal
form that is uniquely determined.

I Large scale L vortices are anisotropic
I Small scale η vortices loose all structure information about how they

were created, they become homogeneous and isotropic, that is,
“similar”

I At the small length scale, the energy input and dissipation are in exact
balance

I NOTE: all this assuming large Reynolds number
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What is “turbulence”? Some characteristics

What do we know for sure?

I We rely on assumptions formulated in the ’30-’40
I These hypotheses are made on the basis of logic and dimensional

analysis of the flow, yet we look for rigorous (mathematical) proof.
I Of course, in many cases, there is extensive experimental evidence

that they are correct.

Rigor
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Turbulence modelling

4. Turbulence modelling
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Turbulence modelling Overview on the approaches

Why we need to model turbulence

We can numerically simulate inviscid (i.e. Euler) or laminar flows using
directly the governing equations that we derived.
But, despite the performance of supercomputers, turbulent flows represent
a significant problem.

I The direct simulation of the governing NS equations (called “DNS”) is
possible only for “simple” cases and low Re number

I It can be shown that the number of mesh points scales as Re9/4,
while realistic applications have a Re ∼ 106 − 109

I DNS is still very useful as research tool
I But in the majority of the cases we need to apply some model for

turbulence
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Turbulence modelling Overview on the approaches

Overview on the approaches: three classes I

1. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
I No turbulence model at all: it is regarded as the analitic solution to

the N-S equations
I Solves all scales of motion
I Extremely costly, only used for scientific purpose (e.g. validate

turbulence models, fundamental understanding of turbulence)
I Limited to simple cases
I It is “possible” only since the ’80 due to computers’ advancement

(months of runs, hundreds of gigas of data to post-process)
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Turbulence modelling Overview on the approaches

Overview on the approaches: three classes II

2. Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
I Solves directly the filtered (in space) NS equations (i.e. solves the

large scale vortex structures while filters the smaller sub-grid resolution
scales)

I It uses a model for turbulence to dissipate the energy (usually) at the
sub-grid scales

I It is a clear trend in engineering since the last decades
I Allows for more complex cases
I Intermediate cost (weeks of runs)
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Turbulence modelling Overview on the approaches

Overview on the approaches: three classes III

3. Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
I Presented by Reynolds in 1885
I Based on the decomposition of the variables into mean and

fluctuating part v = v + v ′

I Then, a time averaging is operated and we have two additional terms
in the NS equations

I The dissipation due to turbulence is entirely modeled
I Affordable computational cost: considerably coarser grids used

compared to LES
I Very popular: used in most of commercial/open software packages
I Many models available (S-A, κ-ω, κ-ε, SST . . . )
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Turbulence modelling Overview on the approaches

Overview on the approaches: three classes IV
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Turbulence modelling Practical cases

DNS vs LES

The LES capture the large scales, but misses some details and also some
dynamics that the DNS is able to predict.
Turbulence structures in 3D:

DNS LES
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Turbulence modelling Practical cases

LES vs RANS

RANS simulations are way more affordable, but need to pay attention to
their limitations.

RANS: just laminar flow LES: the flow is actually
turbulent!
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Turbulence modelling Practical cases

RANS: some ingredients I

Some concepts on the foundation of the RANS model:

I Fluctuations of the velocity (Reynolds decomposition): v = v + v ′

I Reynolds average (it’s a time average): v =

∫ t2

t1
vdt

I We apply the Reynolds average to the NS equations:
∫ t2

t1
NS dt

an extra unknown pops up Rij ≡ u′
i v

′
j , and we call it the "Reynolds stress"

I Approximation of added viscosity (by Joseph Valentin Boussinesq
1842-1929): Rij ≈ µt

⇒ we have an added viscosity µT so that µ = µL + µT

I Concept of “closure of the equations”: need additional equations and
parameters⇒ “First order closure” models, which are the most used in
practice
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Turbulence modelling Practical cases

RANS: some ingredients II

Essentially, additional equations are solved together with the NS:

1. One-equation models:

I Spalart-Allmaras (good compromise, widely used)

2. Two-equation models:

I κ-ε (better for free-shear layer flows, external flows, small pressure
gradients)

I κ-ω (better for internal flows, near-wall behavior)
I SST-κ-ω (hybrid between the κ-ε and κ-ω to merge advantages of both)
I Many others variations in the pop-up menu of your CFD solver→ it

would be useful to compare them on the same application!
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Turbulence modelling Practical cases

RANS: final wrap-up
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Initial and Boundary Conditions

5. Initial and Boundary Conditions
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Some Basic Tools

PDE Classification

Three types of PDEs:

1. Elliptic:
Heat Equation, Potential flows, Subsonic Flows
Boundary Value Problem
φxx + φyy = S

2. Parabolic:
Transient Heat Equation, Steady Parbolized Navier-Stokes
Bounadry and Initial Value Problem
φt = αφxx

3. Hyperbolic:
Wave Equation, Shallow water, Supersonic Flows
Initial Value Problem
φxx − φyy = S or φt + cφx = 0
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Some Basic Tools

Impacts on IC and BC

In CFD we can not imagine a problem without boundary.
I In Elliptic behavior, BCs are very effective.
I In Parabolic behavior, BCs are important but not for whole times.
I In Hyperbolic behavior, BCs are less important rather than ICs. Initial

Conditions must not coincide by characteristics.

Well-Posed PDE, solution must exist, must be unique and must depend
continuously upon initial or boundary data
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Compressible Flows

Compressible Flows-Steady

Compressible Flows-Steady→
Using Continuity Equation and Velocity potential for irrotational flow
(u = Φx , v = Φy ,w = Φz ) :
(1− u2

a2 )Φxx + (1− v2

a2 )Φyy + (1− w2

a2 )Φzz − 2Φx Φy

a2 Φxy − ...

I |M| < 1 : Subsonic Flow, Elliptic
I |M| > 1 : Supersonic Flow, Hyperbolic
I |M| > 1 : with specific assumptions to make PNS, Parabolic
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Compressible Flows

Compressible Flows-Unsteady

Without losing generality we can ignore viscous effects.
Hyperbolic PDE
Euler Equitations (Inviscid Flows):
∂U
∂t + ∂F

∂x = Q
∂U
∂t + [ ∂F

∂U ]∂U
∂x = Q

Eigenvalues of A = ∂F
∂U are:

I λ1 = u : Entropy characteristic (dS = 0)
I λ2,3 = u ± c: Pressure characteristics (sound waves)

Invariants:
I Γs = S
I Γ± = u ± 2a

γ−1
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Initial Conditions

Unsteady Flows:

I Hyperbolic behavior, IC is essential and effective!
I Must be physical (Shocks, ...)
I Spatial accuracy must be same as the solver.
I Compatible BCs

Steady Flows:

I Uniqueness of NS makes IC as an initial guess.
I Possible huge gradients on BCs could make divergence.
→ Potential flow solution

I Possible huge source terms could make divergence.
→ Blending factors for source terms, physical limits, CFL staging,
Postponing turbulence...
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Boundary Conditions

I Actual flux
I Ghost cell

Inflow/Outflow
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Boundary Conditions II

Inflow/Outflow
Using Reimann invariants result in:

I Well-posed settings
I Non-reflective BCs
I Accurate satisfactions
I Final properties are not exactly what you set.

Notes for the implementation:
I Derivation of all possibilities
I Using Reimannian flux formula with ghost cells (Roe, Osher, ...)
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Boundary Conditions II

Wall boundary condition:
I Inviscid flow, Slip condition
→ Ghost velocity must cancel the normal component of interior
velocity
→ The rest of properties ρ,P,T (Adiabatic) are equal to interior.

I Viscous flow, No slip condition
→ Ghost velocity must cancel the interior velocity
→ ρ,P are equal to interior, T or Q (Heat flux) are input values
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Incompressible Flows

Continuity: ∇.V = 0
I Artificial compressibility: 1

β
∂p
∂t +∇.V = 0, Hyperbolic

I Pressure Poisson:
∇.(Momentum) with ∇.V = 0→ ∆p = ∇(f − (u.∇)u) Elliptic

Pressure-Velocity coupling, no state equation
Subsonic flow→ Input data are important in inflow and interior data for the
outflow
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Incompressible Flows-BC

Elliptic behavior makes it highly sensitive to BCs.
Common well-posed arrangements:

I Velocity inlet + Pressure outlet
I Pressure inlet + Velocity outlet
I Velocity inlet + Outflow
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

General Notes on BC location

I Elliptic: Incompressible flows, subsonic flows
I For external flows put BC (farfield) >10 times of body size far from the

body.
I For internal flows put BC (inflow/outflow) far from high gradients and

separated flow, simulation of the reservoir for the inlet or outlet
I Hyperbolic: Supersonic flows

I farfield/inflow/outflow could be very close to body till they don’t cut the
shocks or locating in subsonic zone.

I for internal flow the subsonic outflow could not be imposed if the
domain is initialized by supersonic.
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Consistency

If the mesh size tends to zero, solution must tend to the exact.
→ Truncation error must tend to zero, if grid size tends to zero
In Finite Difference it is more clear.

Famous in-consistent formulas:
I DuFort-Frankle scheme for transient heat equations (FD)
I Rhie-Chow co-located scheme for incomp. flows (FV)
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Stability

I It is used for Hyperbolic or Parabolic PDEs.
I For Elliptic it could be referred to stability of iterative system solvers.
I Lax’s equivalence theorem: Given a properly posed initial value problem

and finite difference approximation to it that satisfies consistency condition,
stability is the necessary and sufficient for convergence.
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Stability II

Suppose:
A: is the Analytical solution.
D: is the exact solution of Discrete form.
N: is the actual numerical solution using Discrete form.

A-D is discretization error.
N-D is round-off error.

Overall error due to round-off error: needs Strong stability analysis.
General single round-off error: needs Weak stability analysis. (Fourier or
von Neumann method).
We assume the proof of weak stability imply strong stability.
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Fourier analysis

If we suppose ε = N − D and substitute D + ε in the discrete form of a
linear case, the original discrete form would be satisfied by ε as well.

Assume ε = eat Σeikmx where km is the wave number (πm
L ).

εn+1
i − εn

i

∆t
= α(

εn
i+1 − 2εn

i + εn
i−1

∆x2 ) (10)

ea(t+∆t)eikmx−ea(t+∆t)eikmx = r(eateikm(x+∆x)−2eateikmx) +eateikm(x−∆x))
(11)

where r = α∆t
(∆x)2

Simplifying (11) introduces Amplification Factor:

ea∆t = 1− 4rsin2β

2
=
εn+1

εn (12)
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Fourier analysis II

To have stability Amplification factor (G)= ε
n+1

εn must be less than 1.
It is easy to find that the stability criteria is r ≤ 1

2 .

then ∆t ≤ 1
2

(∆x)2

α ⇒

∆t = CFL
1
2

(∆x)2

α
(13)

CFL (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy)
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

General Rules

Some approaches to solve non-linear NS equations:
R(U) = 0 is the equations
Could be Elliptic or Hyperbolic or Parabolic depends of Mach

I Explicit,Make it hyperbolic: ∂U
∂t |

n+1 = −R(Un)

I Implicit,Newton linearization: ∂R
∂U |

n∆Un+1 = −R(Un)

I Direct implicit operators: Finite Difference, Finite Elements
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Compressible Flows

For Euler equations by Explicit schemes:

∆t = CFL
Vol∑

(uf .nf + af )Af
(14)

For Navier-Stokes equations there are a lot approximate formula which are
generally added to the maximum eigenvalue.

For Implicit schemes it is common to add the artificial time term as well so
above formula again could be used but generally the CFL might be set
much higher.
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Initial and Boundary Conditions Initial Conditions

Incompressible Flows

I Since we generally deal with Elliptic PDEs the direct implicit
schemes are used and we didn’t dealt with stability.

I Non-linearity of NS prevent having unconditionally stable solvers and
instead of CFL, the relaxation factors might be tuned to have stable
solution.
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Grid Generation

6. Grid Generation
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Grid Generation Grid types

Grid Types

I Structured Grids
I Cartesian Grids
I Curvilinear Grids

I Unstructured Grids
I Triangle/Tetrahedron Grids
I Quadrilateral Grids

I Adaptive Grids
I Unstructured AMR
I OctreeQuadtree AMR
I Snappy hex mesh

I Overset Grids
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Grid Generation Grid types

Grid Types
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Grid Generation Grid types

Grid Types
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids

Desirable features:

1. Grid lines of same family must not cross each other.

2. Smoothness of the grid point distribution.

3. Orthogonality or near orthogonality of the grid lines.

4. Options for grid point clustering.
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids

I Algebraic
I Conformal Mapping (Just 2D)
I NURBS, Splines
I Stretching functions

I PDE
I Elliptic
I Hyperbolic
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids

Physical space to computational domain.
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids-Algebraic

An example:

x =ξ

y =H
(2α + β)[(β + 1)/(β − 1)](η−α)/(1−α) + 2α− β

(2α + 1)(1 + [(β + 1)/(β − 1)](η−α)/(1−α))

(15)
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids-Elliptic PDE

Having smooth domain with non-cross grid lines:

ξxx + ξyy = 0

ηxx + ηyy = 0
(16)

Since there is no discretization in physical space (actually it is our
unknown) we use inverse of system:

axξξ − 2bxξη + cxηη = 0

ayξξ − 2byξη + cyηη = 0
(17)

where a = x2
η + y2

η , b = xξxη + yξyη and c = x2
ξ + y2

ξ
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids-Complex domain

How to make computational domain.
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids-More control

P and Q are used for controlling the spacing and alignments of grid lines
(boundary orthogonality):

ξxx + ξyy = P(ξ, η)

ηxx + ηyy = Q(ξ, η)
(18)

Since there is no discretization in physical space (actually it is our
unknown) we use inverse of system:

axξξ − 2bxξη + cxηη = − 1
J2 (Pxξ + Qxη)

ayξξ − 2byξη + cyηη = − 1
J2 (Pyξ + Qyη)

(19)

where J−1 = xξyη − xηyξ
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Grid Generation Structured grids

Structured Grids-Hyperbolic

xξxη + yηyξ = 0

xξyη − xηyξ = F
(20)

Grid lines are orthogonal.
Could be interested for boundary layers and overset grids.
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids

Advancing Front was introduced by Peraire and Lohner in 1980.

1. Make a front by boundary edges.

2. Take a edge with the minimum size.

3. Create a test point

4. If there is no existing node in spacing circle, accept it as a new node.

5. Otherwise choose one node who has minimum distance to test point
and doesn’t intersect front’s edges.

6. Remove the edge and make two new edges or remove another one.
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids-Advancing Front
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids-Advancing Front

Advantages:

I Naturally preserves boundaries.
I Robust and fast with no degenerate cases.

Disadvantages:

I Low grid quality.
I Calculation of intersections.
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids-Delaunay

A technique of making non-overlap, unique and high quality triangles over
arbitrary point was studied by Delaunay in 1934. Properties:

I Uniqueness.
I Max-Min, Maximizing the minimum angle of all triangles.
I A circle circumscribing any Delaunay triangle does not contain any

other input points in its interior.
I ...
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids-Delaunay
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids-Delaunay

Advantages:

I High quality grid.
I Mathematically proven converged schemes.
I Uniqueness

Disadvantages:

I Boundary preserving.
I Degenerate cases due to round-off error.
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids-Node insertion

I Background Grid: Make qudatree/octree for sizing functions.
I Smoothed Laplacian based on boundary spacing or curvature.
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Grid Generation Unstructured grids

Unstructured Grids-Node insertion
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Grid Generation Useful open-source codes for grid generation

Useful open-source codes

I Netgen: 2D/3D/3Ds unstructured, GUI, Simple CAD,
https://sourceforge.net/projects/netgen-mesher/

I Tetgen: 3D Unstructured,
http://wias-berlin.de/software/tetgen/

I Triangle: 2D unstructured,
https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~quake/triangle.html

I GRUMMP: 2D/3D unstructured,
http://tetra.mech.ubc.ca/GRUMMP/

I Distmesh: 2D/3D/3Ds unstructured, MATLAB,
http://persson.berkeley.edu/distmesh/

Huge list of the codes which are mostly open-source could be find here:
http://www.robertschneiders.de/meshgeneration/software.html
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Grid Generation Useful open-source codes for grid generation

Useful free GUIs

I SALOME: 2D/3D/3Ds unstructured, GUI, CAD, Based on Netgen,
Tetgen and Triangle and so on.
http://www.salome-platform.org/

I GMsh: 2D/3D/3Ds unstructured, GUI, Based on Netgen,
http://gmsh.info/

I Overture: 2D/3D/3Ds overset structured grid, GUI, simple CAD,
http://www.overtureframework.org/ogen.html
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